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Abstract. We propose an incremental nonparametric Bayesian
approach for clustering. Our approach is based on a Dirichlet process
mixture of generalized Dirichlet (GD) distributions. Unlike classic clustering approaches, our model does not require the number of clusters
to be pre-deﬁned. Moreover, an unsupervised feature selection scheme
is integrated into the proposed nonparametric framework to improve
clustering performance. By learning the proposed model using an incremental variational framework, the number of clusters as well as the
features weights can be automatically and simultaneously computed. The
eﬀectiveness and merits of the proposed approach are investigated on a
challenging application namely anomaly intrusion detection.
Keywords: Mixture models, clustering, Dirichlet process, generalized
Dirichlet, feature selection, variational inference, intrusion detection.

1

Introduction

Huge volumes of data are routinely generated by organizations, scientiﬁc activities, internet traﬃc and so on. An important problem is to model these data
to improve the process of making automatic decisions [12]. A widely used approach for data modeling and knowledge discovery is clustering. Clustering can
be deﬁned as the task of partitioning a given data set X = {X 1 , . . . , X N } containing N vectors into M homogenous clusters C1 , . . . , CM such that Cj ∩ Cl = ∅,
and ∪M
j=1 Cj = X . Finite mixture models have been widely applied for clustering
during the last two decades [11]. Within ﬁnite mixture modeling, selecting the
number of components that best describes the underlying data without overor under-ﬁtting is one of the most challenging problems. This obstacle can be
removed by extending ﬁnite mixtures to the inﬁnite case through Dirichlet processes [13]. Inﬁnite mixtures allow a natural approach for data clustering. Unlike
ﬁnite mixtures, the number of clusters does not need to be speciﬁed by the practitioner in advance and can be automatically inferred from the dataset. Several
approaches have been proposed to learn mixture models. In particular, variational inference has received a lot of attention recently [5,4,1,6]. Variational
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inference is a deterministic approximation learning technique that only requires
a modest amount of computational power in contrast to other well-developed
approaches such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques, and has
a tractable learning process as well. Generally real-world problems involve dynamic data sets where the volume of data continuously grows. Thus, it is crucial
to adopt an incremental way to learn the statistical model used for clustering.
In this paper, we adopt an incremental version of variational inference proposed by [7] to learn inﬁnite generalized Dirichlet (GD) mixtures with unsupervised feature selection. The employment of the GD as the basic distribution
in our mixture model is motivated by its favorable performance when dealing
with non-Gaussian data [2,3]. The advantages of our framework are summarized
as following: First, the diﬃculty of choosing the appropriate number of components is avoided by assuming that there is an inﬁnite number of components.
Second, thanks to its incremental nature, it is very eﬃcient when dealing with
sequentially arriving data, which is an important factor for real-time applications. Third, within the proposed framework, the model parameters and features
saliencies can be estimated simultaneously and automatically. The eﬀectiveness
of our approach is illustrated through a challenging task namely anomaly intorsion detection. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
brieﬂy the inﬁnite GD mixture model with unsupervised feature selection. In
Section 3, we develop an incremental variational inference framework for model
learning. Section 4 is devoted to the experimental results. Finally, conclusion
follows in Section 5.

2

Infinite GD Mixture Model with Feature Selection

In this section, we review brieﬂy the inﬁnite generalized Dirichlet (GD) mixture
model with feature selection, which is constructed using a stick-breaking Dirichlet process framework. If a D-dimensional random vector Y = (Y1 , . . . , YD ) is
sampled from a mixture of GD distributions with inﬁnite number of components:
p(Y |π, α, β) =

∞


πj GD(Y |αj , β j )

(1)

j=1

where π represents the mixing coeﬃcients with the constraints that are positive
and sum to one. Here we adopt the Dirichlet process framework with a stickbreaking representation [15], where the mixing coeﬃcients {πj } are constructed
by recursively
breaking a unit length stick into an inﬁnite number of pieces as

πj = λj j−1
k=1 (1 − λk ). The stick breaking variable λj is distributed according
to λj ∼ Beta(1, ζ), where ζ is a positive real number and is the concentration
parameter of the Dirichlet process. In Eq. (1), αj = (αj1 , . . . , αjD ) and βj =
(βj1 , . . . , βjD ) are the positive parameters of the GD distribution GD(Y |αj , β)
associated with component j, where GD(X|αj , β j ) is given by

γjl
D
l


Γ (αjl + βjl ) αjl −1
GD(Y |αj , β j ) =
Y
Yk
1−
Γ (αjl )Γ (βjl ) l
l=1

k=1

(2)
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where D
l=1 Yl < 1 and 0 < yl < 1 for l = 1, . . . , D, γjl = βjl − αjl+1 − βjl+1
for l = 1, . .. , D − 1, and γjD = βjD − 1. Γ (·) is the gamma function deﬁned
∞
by Γ (x) = 0 ux−1 e−u du. It is noteworthy that, in practice the features {Yl }
are generally not equally signiﬁcant for the clustering task since some features
may be“noise” and do not contribute to clustering process. Therefore, feature
selection may act as a crucial role to improve the learning performance. Before
incorporating feature selection into our framework, we leverage a handy mathematical property of the GD distribution which is introduced in [3], to transform
the original data points into another D-dimensional space with independent features. Then, we can rewrite the inﬁnite GD mixture model as
p(X|π, α, β) =

∞


πj

j=1

D


Beta(Xl |αjl , βjl )

(3)

l=1

l−1
where Xl = Yl and Xl = Yl /(1 − k=1 Yk ) for l > 1. Beta(Xl |αjl , βjl ) is a
Beta distribution parameterized with (αjl , βjl ). Accordingly, the independence
between the features in the new space becomes a fact rather than an assumption
as considered in previous approaches [8,4]. In this work, we adopt an unsupervised feature selection scheme suggested in [8]: the lth feature is irrelevant if its
distribution is independent of the class labels, that is, if it follows a common
density. Thus, we can rewrite the mixture density in Eq. (3) as
p(X|π, α, β, φ, σ, τ ) =

∞ 
D


Beta(Xl |αjl , βjl )

φl

Beta(Xl |σl , τl )

1−φl

(4)

j=1 l=1

where φ = (φ1 , . . . , φD ) is a set of binary parameters and known as the feature
relevance indicator, such that φl = 0 if feature l is irrelevant (i.e. noise) and
follows a Beta distribution: Beta(Xl |σl , τl ). The prior of φ is deﬁned as:
p(φ|) =

D


φl 1−φl
l1 l2

(5)

l=1

where each φl is a Bernoulli variable such that p(φl = 1) = l1 and p(φl = 0) =
l2 . Here the vector  denotes the features saliencies (i.e. the probabilities that
the features are relevant) where l = ( l1 , l2 ) and l1 + l2 = 1. Furthermore,
we place a Dirichlet prior Dir(·) over  with positive parameter ϕ as: p() =
D
l=1 Dir(l |ϕ). In mixture modeling, it is convenient to introduce a variable Z =
(Z1 , . . . , ZN ) for an observed dataset (X 1 , . . . , X N ), where Zi is an assignment
variable of the mixture component with which the data point X i is associated.
The marginal distribution over Z is given by
p(Z|λ) =

N 
∞

i=1 j=1

λj

j−1


(1 − λk )

1[Zi =j]

(6)

k=1

where 1[·] is an indicator function which has the value of 1 when Zi = j and 0
otherwise. Next, we need to introduce prior distributions over unknown random
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variables. In this work, the Gamma distribution G(·) is adopted to approximate
a conjugate prior over parameters α, β, σ and τ , by assuming that these Beta
parameters are statistically independent: p(α) = G(α|u, v), p(β) = G(β|p, q),
p(σ) = G(σ|g, h), p(τ ) = G(τ |s, t).

3

Incremental Variational Model Learning

In this work, we adopt a variational incremental learning approach introduced in
[7] to learn the proposed model. According to this approach, data instances can
be sequentially processed in small batches where each one may contain one or
more data points. There are two phases involved: a model building phase and a
compression phase. In the model building phase, the current model with observed
data points is optimized. The goal of the compression phase is to determine which
mixture component that groups of data points should be assigned to.
3.1

Model Building Phase

Given an observed dataset X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ), let Θ = {Z, α, β, σ, τ , φ, , λ}
be the set of random variables. In variational learning, the main goal is to determine a proper approximation q(Θ) for the real posterior distribution p(Θ|X )
by maximizing the free energy F (X , q):
F (X , q) =

q(Θ) ln[p(X , Θ)/q(Θ)]dΘ

(7)

In our framework, motivated by [1], we truncate the variational distribution q(Θ)
M
at a value of M , such that λM = 1, πj = 0 when j > M , and j=1 πj = 1.
It is noteworthy that the truncation level M is a variational parameter which
can be freely initialized and will be optimized automatically during the learning
process [1]. Next, we adopt a factorization assumption to factorize q(Θ) into
disjoint tractable factors as: q(Θ) = q(Z)q(α)q(β)q(σ)q(τ )q(φ)q()q(λ). Then,
we can obtain the following update equations for these factors by maximizing
the free energy F (X , q) with respect to each of them:
q(Z) =

N 
M


1[Zi =j]

rij

,

q(λ) =

i=1 j=1

q(α) =

M 
D


∗
G(αjl |u∗jl , vjl
),

M


q(β) =

j=1 l=1

q(σ) =

D


N 
D

i=1 l=1

(8)

M 
D


G(βjl |c∗jl , d∗jl )

(9)

j=1 l=1

G(σl |gl∗ , h∗l ),

q(τ ) =

l=1

q(φ) =

Beta(λj |aj , bj )

j=1

filφil (1 − fil )(1−φil ) ,

D


G(τl |s∗l , t∗l )

(10)

l=1

q() =

D

l=1

Dir(l |ϕ∗l )

(11)
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where we have calculated
exp(ρij )
,
rij = M
j=1 exp(ρij )
ρij =

ϕ∗l1 = ϕl1 +

N


ϕ∗l2 = ϕl2 +

φil ,

i=1

N


1 − φil 

j−1
D



 

 jl + (ᾱjl − 1) ln Xil + (β̄jl − 1) ln(1 − Xil )] + ln λj +
φil [R
ln(1 − λk )
l=1

k=1

exp(fil )
,
fil =
exp(fil ) + exp(fil )
fil =

(12)

i=1

M



aj = 1 +

N


Zi = j,

bj = ζ j +

i=1

M
N



Zi = k

i=1 k=j+1


 jl + (ᾱjl − 1) ln Xil + (β̄jl − 1) ln(1 − Xil ) + ln
Zi = j R

l1 

j=1

fil = Fl + (σ̄l − 1) ln Xil + (τ̄l − 1) ln(1 − Xil ) + ln
u∗jl = ujl +

N


l2 


rij φil ᾱjl ψ(ᾱjl + β̄jl ) − ψ(ᾱjl ) + β̄jl ψ  (ᾱjl + β̄jl )(ln βjl  − ln β̄jl )

i=1

c∗jl = cjl +

N




rij φil β̄jl [ψ(ᾱjl + β̄jl ) − ψ(β̄jl ) + ᾱjl ψ  (ᾱjl + β̄jl )( ln αjl − ln ᾱjl )]

i=1
N

 

∗
= vjl −
Zi = j φil ln Xil ,
vjl
i=1

d∗jl = djl −

N



Zi = j φil  ln(1 − Xil )
i=1

In the above equations, ψ(·) is the digamma function, and · is the expec

 and F are the lower bounds of R = ln Γ (α+β) and
tation evaluation. R
Γ (α)Γ (β)

(σ+τ ) 
F = ln ΓΓ(σ)Γ
(τ ) , respectively. Since these expectations are intractable, we
use the second-order Taylor series expansion to ﬁnd their lower bounds. The
hyperparameters of σ and τ are calculated in a similar way as for the hyperparameters of α and β. The expected values in the above formulas are given

∗
, β̄jl = c∗jl /d∗jl , ln λj =
by Zi = j = rij , φil  = fil , ᾱjl = αjl  = u∗jl /vjl


∗
∗
∗
j) =
Ψ (aj )−Ψ
 (aj +b∗j ), ln(1−λ
 Ψ (bj)−Ψ (aj∗+bj ), ln∗ l1  = ψ(ϕ1 )−ψ(ϕ1 +ϕ2 ),
∗
ln αjl = Ψ (ujl ) − ln vjl , and ln βjl = Ψ (cjl ) − ln djl .
After convergence, the observed data points are clustered into M groups according to corresponding responsibilities rij . Following [7], these newly formed
groups of data points are denoted as “clumps”, and these clumps are subject to the constraint that all data points X i in the clump m share the same
q(Zi ) ≡ q(Zm ) which is a key factor in the following compression phase.
3.2

Compression Phase

In the compression phase, we attempt to determine clumps that possibly belong
to the same mixture component while taking into account future arriving data.
Suppose that we have already observed N data points, and our goal is to make
an inference at some target time T where T ≥ N . This is fulﬁlled by scaling
the current observed data to the target size T , which is equivalent to using the
variational posterior distribution of the observed data N as a predictive model
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of the future data [7]. Therefore, we can obtain the modiﬁed free energy for the
compression phase as the following
F=

D
M 


j=1 l=1

+

M



ln

j=1

ln

D

 p(σl )   p(τl )   p(l ) 
p(αjl )   p(βjl ) 
+ ln
+ ln
+ ln
ln
+
q(αjl )
q(βjl )
q(σl )
q(τl )
q(l )
l=1

M
D

 
p(λj )  T 
|nm | ln
exp(ρmj ) + ln
exp(fml )
+
q(λj )
N m
j=1

(13)

l=1

T
where N
is the data magniﬁcation factor and |nm | represents the number of data
points in clump m. The corresponding update equations for maximizing this free
energy function are
exp(ρmj )
rmj = M
,
j=1 exp(ρmj )
ϕ∗
l1 = ϕ l1 +
ρmj =

D


fml =

T 
|nm |φml ,
N m

T 
exp(fml )
,
ϑ=
|nm |
N m
exp(fml ) + exp(fml )
T 
ϕ∗
|nm |1 − φml 
l2 = ϕ l2 +
N m

 jl + (ᾱjl − 1) ln Xml + (β̄jl − 1) ln(1 − Xml )] + ln λj  +
fml [R

l=1

aj = 1 + ϑZm = j,

(14)

j−1



ln(1 − λk )

k=1

bj = ζj + ϑ

M


Zm = k

k=j+1

fml =

M



 jl + (ᾱjl − 1) ln Xml + (β̄jl − 1) ln(1 − Xml ) + ln l 
Zm = j R
1

j=1

l + (σ̄l − 1) ln Xml + (τ̄l − 1) ln(1 − Xml ) + ln l 
fml = F
2

∗

ujl = ujl + ϑrmj φml ᾱjl ψ(ᾱjl + β̄jl ) − ψ(ᾱjl ) + β̄jl ψ (ᾱjl + β̄jl )(ln βjl  − ln β̄jl )


∗

cjl = cjl + ϑrmj φml β̄jl [ψ(ᾱjl + β̄jl ) − ψ(β̄jl ) + ᾱjl ψ (ᾱjl + β̄jl )( ln αjl − ln ᾱjl )]



∗
= vjl − ϑrmj φml ln Xml ,
d∗
vjl
jl = djl − ϑrmj φml  ln(1 − Xml )

where Xml  represents the average over all data points contained in clump m.
In the compression phase, the ﬁrst step is to hard assign each clump or data
point to the component with the highest responsibility rmj obtained from the
model building phase as
Im = arg max rmj
(15)
j

where {Im } represent which component the clump (or data point) m belongs
to in the compression phase. Next, we cycle through each component and split
it into two subcomponents along its principal component. This splitting process
can be reﬁned by updating Eqs. (14). After convergence criterion is reached
for reﬁning the split, the clumps are then assigned to one of the two candidate
components. Among all the potential splits, we choose the one that results in the
largest change in the free energy (Eq. (13)). We iterate this splitting process until
a stopping criterion is satisﬁed. Based on [7], a stoping criterion for the splitting
process can be expressed as a limit on the amount of memory required to store the
components. In our case, the memory cost for the mixture model is MC = 5DNc ,
where 5D is the number of parameters contained in a D-variate GD component
with feature selection, while Nm denotes the number of components. Thus, We
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Algorithm 1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Choose the initial truncation level M .
Initialize hyper-parameters: ujl , vjl , cjl , djl , gl , hl , sl , tl , ζj , ϕl1 and ϕl2 .
Initialize the values of rij by K-Means algorithm.
while More data to be observed do
Perform the model building phase through Eqs. (8)∼(11).
Initialize the compression phase using Eq. (15).
while MC ≥ C do
for j = 1 to M do
if evaluated(j) = false then
Split component j and reﬁne this split using Eqs (14).
ΔF(j) = change in Eq. (13).
evaluated(j) = true.
end if
end for
Split component j with the largest value of ΔF(j).
M = M + 1.
end while
Discard the currently observed data points.
Save the resultant components for next learning round.
end while

can deﬁne an upper limit on the component memory cost C, and the compression
phase stops when MC ≥ C. As a result, the computational time and the space
requirement is bounded in each learning round. After the compression phase,
the currently observed data points are discarded while the resultant components
are treated in the same way as data points in the next round of leaning. The
proposed incremental variational inference algorithm for inﬁnite GD mixture
model with feature selection is summarized in Algorithm 1.

4

Anomaly Intrusion Detection

The construction of intrusion detection models has been the topic of extensive research in the past. The main goal is to protect networks against criminals. Indeed, the target of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) is to discover
inappropriate, incorrect, or anomalous activities within computers or networks
and this can be considered as classiﬁcation problem in the context of machine
learning (see, [9], for instance and references therein). In general, IDSs can be
broadly divided into two main categories: misuse detection and anomaly detection systems [14]. In contrast to the signature-based misuse detection, the
anomaly detection has the superiority of being able to detect new or unknown
attacks. In this experiment, we evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed incremental inﬁnite GD mixture model with feature selection (referred as InGD-Fs)
by applying it to tackle the problem of anomaly intrusion detection. In our
case, the truncation level M is initialized as 20. Our speciﬁc choice for the ini-
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tial values of the hyperparameters is: (ujl , vjl , cjl , djl , gl , hl , sl , tl , ζj , ϕl1 , ϕl2 ) =
(1, 0.01, 1, 0.01, 1, 0.01, 1, 0.01, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1).
4.1

Databases and Experimental Design

We investigate our approach on two challenging publicly available databases
known as the KDD Cup 1999 Data1 and the Kyoto traﬃc Data2 . In our case, a
10 percent subset of the KDD database is adopted. Speciﬁcally, the training set
consists of 494,020 data instances of which 97,277 are normal and 396,743 are
attacks, while the testing set contains 292,393 data instances of which 60,593 are
normal and 231,800 are attacks. Each instance in this data set is composed of 41
features. This database has ﬁve categories in total including one ‘Normal’ and
four attack classes namely: DOS, R2L, U2R and Probing. The Kyoto database
consists of real traﬃc data obtained from several types of honeypots by the
Kyoto University. In our experiment, the Kyoto database contains 784,000 21dimensional instances where 395,368 are normal sessions and 388,632 are attacks.
In this application, the training data are used to learn the current model, where
the testing data instances are supposed to be obtained sequentially in an online
fashion. It is noteworthy that the features in the two original databases are on
quite diﬀerent scales, we therefore require to normalize the databases so that one
feature would not dominate the others. By ﬁnding the maximum and minimum
values of a given feature Xl in a data instance X, we can transform the feature
Xl −min(Xl )
, where Xl is set to a smallest value
into the range [0, 1] by Xl = max(X
l )−min(Xl )
if the maximum is equal to the minimum.
4.2

Experimental Results

We run the the proposed InGD-Fs 20 times to investigate its performance. For
comparison, we have also applied three other mixture-modeling approaches: the
inﬁnite GD mixture model without feature selection (InGD ), the ﬁnite GD mixture model without feature selection(FiGD) and the inﬁnite Gaussian mixture
model with feature selection (InGM-Fs). In order to provide a fair comparison,
all of these tested approaches are learned through the incremental variational
inference. The results of applying diﬀerent approaches on the KDD99 database
and Kyoto database are shown in Table 1, in terms of the average classiﬁcation accuracy rate (Accuracy) and the false positive (FP) rate. According to
this table, it is obvious that our approach (InGD-Fs) has the best performance
among all the tested approaches by providing the highest accuracy rate and
the lowest FP rate for both databases. There are several important conclusions
which can be drawn from this table: First, the fact that InGD-Fs outperforms
InGD proves that feature selection is a signiﬁcant factor for improving clustering
performance; Second, InGD has better results than FiGD, which demonstrates
1
2

http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html
http://www.takakura.com/Kyoto_data/
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the advantage of using inﬁnite mixture models over ﬁnite ones. Third, InGMFs provides the worst performance among all tested approaches which veriﬁes
that the GD mixture model has better modeling capability than the Gaussian
for compactly supported data. In addition, the saliencies of the 41 features in
the KDD 99 database and 21 features in the Kyoto database calculated by the
InGD-Fs over 20 runs are illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown in this ﬁgure, it is clear
that the diﬀerent features do not contribute equally in the classiﬁcation, since
they have diﬀerent relevance degrees.
Table 1. Average classiﬁcation accuracy rate (Accuracy) and false positive (FP) rate
computed using diﬀerent approaches
KDD data

Kyoto data

Accuracy (%) FP (%) Accuracy (%) FP (%)
InGD-Fs

86.73

6.27

81.34

11.78

InGD

84.18

7.14

78.61

13.52

FiGD

82.52

9.63

76.59

16.37

InGM-Fs

79.45

13.91

75.01

18.23

1

1

0.9

0.8

Feature Saliency

Feature Saliency
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0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.7
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40
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5

10

15

20

Feature Number

Kyoto data

Fig. 1. Features saliencies obtained using the proposed InGD-Fs approach

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an incremental clustering algorithm that allows
the simultaneous computation of the number of clusters and features weights
during execution. Our approach is based on an incremental variational learning
of the inﬁnite GD mixture model with unsupervised feature selection. The effectiveness of the proposed approach has been evaluated on a challenging real
application namely anomaly intrusion detection. Future works could be devoted
to the inclusion of a localized feature selection scheme, such as the one proposed
in [10], to improve further the generalization capabilities of our framework.
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